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Cosmic Womb 
A Book By and For Lesbians 

Dedicated to my favorite Wombs, my Mother, my Wife, the Creat-r of All Wombs and all those 
Wombs Created who helped me see the Light and Come Out of the Closet. 

I. WombMan 

I am a male lesbian.  I have renounced my male associations and can no longer include 
myself as one of them, merely because I have a penis.  This is the story of how and why I have 
come out of the closet and adopted the fem in order to save our species. 

We begin our life journey bathing in the sweetness of the womb.  The juices that 
surround us not only nurture us but also become us.  In the womb, we are showered with the love 
of a mother from the start, protected in an embryonic safety zone, one we will strive to reenter 
for the rest of our mortal lives.  So how do we detach from the womb once expelled from the 
womb we begin in and should we really ever detach, can we detach without self-destruction?  
Must we not see the Womb of the Earth that we enter once leaving our mothers, Mother Earth, 
who sustains us, as a Continuation of Mother’s Womb that we exist in, that must be as respected 
and revered for its life giving substance as the Womb that births us?  The Womb and all of them, 
should be the highest and most protected priority of all children, of all PEOPLE, as without these 
Wombs, no more children can come.  Therefore, since the Womb is the key to continuation of 
the SPECIES, the womb should be the foundation of all religions, all politics, of our every 
thought, as continuation of the species and prosperity of the species should be our highest, not 
lowest, priority, unless we are species gone mad.   

The whole Universe and everything in it is born and reborn and born again and again.  
Stars, Galaxies, Suns, Moons, all are born and die and are born again in new forms and this has 
been going on since time, so let us think not only SPIRITUALLY of the Womb but also 
COSMICALLY.  Since everything must be born to live and if G-d created us in image, then G-d 
most certainly must be a WOMB with the power to birth all kinds of things.  Why then, where 
birth is of the highest order, would we as a species then not only minimize but also toxify and 
destroy the WOMB? 

Sadly, however, we have grown as society to hate the WOMB and everything of life it 
represents.  We have shamed and forced the Womb into submission, we have denied the Womb 
the glory that it deserves for giving life, almost every one of us.  We have replaced Womb with 
Male Egotistical Rule and law that is shoved down our throats denouncing the WOMB, 
removing it from society as a second, no, third class citizen, one that’s product, life, can now 
readily be aborted.   

Once great in art, religion and politics, the WOMB ruled as the promulgator of the 
species, the highest power of survival.  For example, art was highly wombistic in nature with the 
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motherly features of pregnancy and life giving/sustaining features of the woman embraced as the 
central theme of most great paintings, poetry, architecture and religious foundations.  So what 
happened, how have we grown to see the beauty of a woman as the WOMB, of the highest and 
most revered of our kind and instead replaced the WOMB as stick figure model with not the 
slightest resemblance to the natural beauty of fertility and that which we owe our existence?  
Where has all the art to the WOMB and pregnancy and fertility and curves of fem gone, where 
has the respect and love gone, is this why we gravitate towards a loveless society? 

II. ManUnkind 

The answer to the death of the WOMB, is Man’s inferior ego, which is and was, the 
problem for the WOMB and led to the downfall of the WOMB’S deserved reverence, once 
worshipped by man, woman and child, in all cultures, now poisoned instead.  Almost all, so 
called “primitive” homosapiens belief systems were split amongst deities, with 50% of the 
deities being fem and 50% male and all understood the WOMB held the real power at 51% fem 
and 49% male, as the WOMB always won, since it was Worshipped and the life giver.  Most 
inhumane human sacrifice was done to appease the G-d’s for fertility rights and harvest rights, 
the harvest often seen as a symbol of WOMB, as it gives rise to the birth of food to sustain ones 
children.  The fem wielded power while being the more delicate of the species, the perfect 
balance existed naturally.   

Then we ate from the apple or something like that along the way, whereby the male, 
through FORCE/DOMINATION, began to sway the natural balance of the sexes, away from 
natures perfect balance.  Man began messing with the very foundation of our species, the Womb 
and women, possibly leading us to slowly annihilate ourselves, our species, all our children and 
now with destructive Nuclear power and Weapons of Mass Destruction and Environmental 
Warfare, we as a species can now MURDER all G-d’s creatures.  How did homosapiens annex 
from G-d and nature, how did they come to destroy their Wombs?  How is it that our species 
now spends most of our time and energies destroying our planet and G-d’s precious life and 
resources, without any concern that we as a species are polluting the very EARTHLY WOMB 
that sustains our future offspring and us?  How have we come to this hate of the animals and 
each other?  This profit at all costs, wage war and murder against each other for useless metals 
and possessions, defacing the lands, forests, oceans and ozone in search of monies, failing to see 
how WE are destroying the WOMB that creates us and sustains us, and more importantly, 
sustains future generations that may never exist because of our actions and or inactions?  Where 
the hell has ManUnkind gone and why?  Why is change not instant, once one understands the 
how? 

 
III. Was Jesus a Fem trying to educate ManUnkind and give the Church back to the Womb? 
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Ask yourself what type of man Jesus was and meaning no insult, I say he was a Lesbian 
of sorts, as I am.  Truly, did Jesus not possess more of a Fem side than men of the day, who were 
busy feeding others to lions in search of power to listen to his claims of “turn the other cheek” or 
“love all equally.”  Almost all of the art work representing Jesus show him more a Fem than a 
Shem, in flowing robes, with Goldie locks of hair, no weapons upon him, armed with love and 
killed by hateful men.  Society was changing in the worst direction for PeopleKind, as it began 
morphing into ManUnkind.   

A society arose that would be ruled by Alpha Males who killed for sport, not just animals 
to eat but other humans that they did not even eat, although some did and I do hold those that eat 
their kills in much higher regard than those who simply kill for any other reason and fail to eat 
their kill.  All kills that are not for food or to fend off something eating at your foot in self-
defense, are crimes against WOMB.  Yet somehow, this became the number one priority of 
ManUnkind and now we have spent so much time and money figuring how to murder everyone, 
we have weapons that can destroy G-d’s creation and all creatures under the sun, in the push of a 
button and we have proven we can destroy and extinct species without regard.   

How proud we should be of the Temples of Destruction we have erected in the name of 
male ego, instead of Temples to Praise and Protect G-d’s creatures and the EMBRYONIC 
WOMB OF MOTHER EARTH and MOTHERS OF OUR CHILDREN, instead we have found 
ways to destroy them and spent our dignity in so doing.  The most shameful of creatures, ones 
that have promulgated hate and death for profit, selling their souls to chase man’s vision, which 
suffers from Womb Envy.   

IV. WombEnvy 

Freud had it all wrong on woman, an inferior male out further to destroy femininity and 
the womb.  Freud could not cope with his WombEnvy, instead destroying the womb and flipping 
the equation, calling his disguised male inferiority complex, Penis Envy, with the womb envying 
the Penis, not the other way around.  Freud, as other men of inferior mind suffering WombEnvy 
before him, made it now science, psychological afflictions woman had and all of them, suffering 
from hosts of mental diseases, which further rendered them inferior to the male in the male’s 
inferior mindset.  History had made man and woman partners in promulgating the species, so 
where did this break begin, how could the woman become wholly suppressed in society, even in 
her own mind? 

WombEnvy causes the male inferior (only in the that little bitty 1%) to obsess with 
female superiority in the chief role of society producing offspring and here begins the problems 
for the whole of the species and perhaps life as we know it on this unique and special planet, if 
the harmony and balance cannot be restored.  So how to kill WombEnvy and restore harmony is 
essential not only to PeopleKind but to all kinds, great and small and everything they depend 
upon.  Yet, so ingrained has this harmonic disconnect flourished between the sexes that it may be 
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the doom of us yet, as the resistance causes more and more of the male dominated ego to exhibit 
in fear of losing power.  The male traits dominance leads only to male oriented thought 
processes, which of course lacking in the essential quality of life bearing the male turns to life 
destroying to gain the delusional power over others and everything.   

 
V. Repairing the Wombs 
VI. A New PeopleKind 
VII. One People, One Planet, One Resource = Love 
VIII.  

 

 


